
We developed a tool, Phenex, to 
accelerate transformation of 
character and state descriptions into 
ontology-based phenotype assertions. 
The human expertise needed for this process (data curation) 
is the greatest bottleneck in our approach. Phenex records 
the publication and specimen codes, aids in choosing the 

respective ontology terms for taxon, character entity, and 
character state, and supports annotation workflows that 
optimize the time required from experts.
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Motivation
Model organism databases such as the Zebrafish Information Network (ZFIN) 
use terms from anatomy and quality ontologies to describe the thousands of 
phenotypes known from genetic studies.  By contrast, the vast stores of 
evolutionary phenotype diversity data are typically rendered in free-form 
text in journal articles. This makes it very difficult for researchers to ask 
questions that cut across these two domains of knowledge, such as “what 
sister clades in nature differ phenotypically in the same way a given mutant 
genotype differs from the wildtype?”
The Phenoscape project aims to develop the tools necessary to facilitate 
such questions to be asked on a large scale basis, starting with teleost fish. 
Here we illustrate the obstacles in effectively integrating the knowledge 
from the two domains, and the solutions we have devised.

http://phenoscape.org 

Semantic integration through computable assertions
Model organism databases have achieved 
interoperable phenotype annotations by 
expressing these formally in Entity-
Quality (EQ) syntax, and using ontology 
terms for entity as well as quality terms. 
An EQ statement asserts that the quality 
Q inheres in the bearer entity E. A logic 
reasoner can infer additional statements 
implied by a body of such assertions and 
the respective ontologies. 

The same formalism can be applied to 
the descriptions of natural (evolutionary) 
phenotype diversity in the systematics 
and taxonomic literature, thereby 
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Our initial application domain are the 
morphological, in particular skeletal, 
characters that are variable among the 
Ostariophysi, a clade of teleost fresh–
water fishes containing zebrafish and 
approximately 9,000 other species (~28% 
of all known fish species).

Such phenotypes are traditionally reported 
in free text form as states of comparative 
characters in data matrices published in 
the systematics literature. Arratia, 1999. Zoological Journal of the Linnean Society 151:691-757.
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making it possible to link divergent phenotypes to their genetic underpinnings.

Knowledge Base
All ontologies (in OBO format), phenotype assertions (in 
NeXML files), and the genetic data and phenotypes from ZFIN 
(tabular) are integrated in a semantic web-like database (OBD) 
that aims to be a scalable triple-store implementation in SQL.

For efficient querying, 
most of the inferable 
links between terms 
(assertions) are pre-
computed with an 
extensible reasoner 
implemented based on 
SQL views, and stored 
in the database.

The approach rests on logically 
sound ontologies that correctly 
reflect the state of knowledge. We 
developed the Teleost Taxonomy 
Ontology (TTO) based on the 
Catalog of Fishes, and the multi-
species Teleost Anatomy Ontology 
(TAO) as a clone of the Zebrafish 
Anatomy Ontology (ZFA). Qualities 
come from the Phenotypic Quality 
(PATO) ontology.
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The website allows searching by 
entity term, taxon, and by gene.

Result pages integrate 
between genetic and 
evolutionary data.


